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Things that should not be in rhythm games like the following occur.
\u30fb Lag occurs under the influence of other tasks.
\u30fb Sometime, the timing of songs and notes out of sync. It's not every time, so I can't solve it with an offset.
\u30fb The timing of the upper and the hook is severe enough to impair the feeling of exhilaration.

It's hard to keep going without fun, so I hope you solve it by all means.. my goodness does this game have charm. i recomend it
to all people looking for an hour or two of fun gameplay. it doesnt cost much and its worth avery cent it costs. This game have a
lot of potential with an interesting thematic and an original art style.. IT is alright but it could do better with more land to find
and more missions and the graphics should get updated but for a game this cheap it good
. I like how the game play is different from other tower/base defense games. The slight complexity makes it interesting. Having
to build certain buildings for essential perks and getting them up in good timing adds to the fun. I have seen comments about
how the micro managing of units is tedious but it really does add to the situational skills you can develop while playing this
game. I have less than 4 hours on the game and I still have more new units to come in contact with, which will change the game
play some more. I recommend this game to anyone that enjoys playing defense games in general. Thank you Devs for doing
such a great job!
. What an amazingly refreshing game. A first-person game with no bullets; only comedy. It's hilariously frustrating and should
not be taken seriously. Various paths, multiple endings but no ACTUAL ending (I don't think). Brilliant.
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at least it has custom zombies now.. The legendary Birdemic movie videogame tie-in! Now with real life gore!

Backgrounds are dumb-noisy, and pieces are submerged, which igets pretty irritating, especially on big penguin pattern-like
picture. Overall pictures and interfaces are still low-res. Also i can't find any music. There is only one interactive thingy, unlike
in japan game. In the end it's the worst jigsaw game they made, but it still no more or less than it is. If you bought this one after
checking out screenshots - well, you bough it.. Great game, great physics and has a lot of potential to be one of the top most fun
vr fps games. Just needs more people to join in and play. AI bots coming soon so if you're reading this review you're obviously
interested and I recommend buying it. Fun party game, definitely recommended. I`m playing this with the misses, both playing
with controllers. Look forward beating more bosses in co op to unlock more of the modes to play in Versus.. I purchased this
game under the pretense that there would be some "game" aspect to it, where there are goals or courses, and props are unlocked
as you accomplish more things. I didn't initially realize this is purely a sandbox game. There are no aspects of training your
corgi, as your dog is perfectly trained from the beginning. There's no interaction with the dog, like giving treats or petting. You
have all the props to use from the beginning. I'd love to be able to complete goals and unlock props one by one so you can
appreciate them more. I also felt the system to rotate and place objects was cumbersome and not fun. The one thing I really did
like was the teleportation system, which uses the grips and trigger and frees up the pad. I played this or about 10 minutes and
ended up requesting a refund.. pretty good game without the vr but with the vr its just terrible
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